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Abstract

Recent work in language modeling has shown that train-

ing large-scale Transformer models has promoted the lat-

est developments in natural language processing applica-

tions. However, there is very little work to unify the cur-

rent effective models. In this work, we use the current ef-

fective model structure to launch a model set through the

current most mainstream technology. We think this will

become the basic model in the future. For Chinese, us-

ing the GPT-2[9] model, a 10.3 billion parameter language

model was trained on the Chinese dataset, and, in particu-

lar, a 2.9 billion parameter language model based on dia-

logue data was trained; the BERT model was trained on the

Chinese dataset with 495 million parameters; the Trans-

former model has trained a language model with 5.6 bil-

lion parameters on the Chinese dataset. In English, cor-

responding training work has also been done. Using the

GPT-2 model, a language model with 6.4 billion param-

eters was trained on the English dataset; the BERT[3]

model trained a language model with 1.24 billion param-

eters on the English dataset, and in particular, it trained a

688 million parameter based on single card training tech-

nology Language model; Transformer model trained a lan-

guage model with 5.6 billion parameters on the English

dataset. In the TNEWS classification task evaluated by

CLUE[13], the BERT-C model exceeded the 59.46% accu-

racy of ALBERT-xxlarge with an accuracy rate of 59.99%,

an increase of 0.53%. In the QQP classification task evalu-

ated by GLUE[11], the accuracy rate of 78.95% surpassed

the accuracy rate of BERT-Large of 72.1%, an increase of

6.85%. Compared with the current accuracy rate of ERNIE,

the first place in the GLUE evaluation of 75.2%, an increase

of 3.75%.

1. Introduction

Natural language processing is developing rapidly, partly

because of the increase in available calculations and the size

of datasets. Abundant calculations and data make it possible

to train larger and larger language models through unsuper-

vised pre-training. As these models become larger, they ex-

ceed the memory limits of modern processors. Fortunately,

it is possible to train a language model with hundreds of mil-

lions or even tens of billions of parameters on the NVIDIA

A100 40GB GPU. By partitioning the model so that the

weights and their associated optimizer states do not need

to reside on the processor at the same time, several model

parallelism methods overcome this limitation. By deploy-

ing multiple GPUs on one machine, we can train larger and

more effective models. And now there are many methods

to overcome model degradation, such as the technology of

overcoming model degradation caused by model size scal-

ing by rearranging the layer normalization and residual con-

nection in the Transformer layer.

In summary, the contributions of this article are as fol-

lows:

For Chinese, using the GPT-2 model, a 10.3 billion pa-

rameter language model was trained on the Chinese dataset,

which is the largest known Chinese generative model. And,

in particular, trained a 2.9 billion parameter language model

based on dialogue data. The BERT model has trained

a 495 million parameter language model on the Chinese

dataset and is the largest known Chinese coding model. The

Transformer model trained a 5.6 billion parameter language

model on the Chinese dataset.

In English, using the GPT-2 model, a language model

with 6.4 billion parameters was trained on the English

dataset; the BERT model trained a language model with

1.24 billion parameters on the English dataset. In particular,

a language model with 688 million parameters trained based

on single-card training technology is the largest known En-

glish coding model. The Transformer model trained a 2.9

billion parameter language model on the English dataset.

In the TNEWS classification task evaluated by CLUE,

the BERT-C model exceeded the 59.46% accuracy of

ALBERT-xxlarge[6] with an accuracy rate of 59.99%, an

increase of 0.53%.
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In the QQP classification task evaluated by GLUE, the

accuracy rate of 78.95% surpassed the accuracy rate of

BERT-Large of 72.1%, an increase of 6.85%. Compared

with the current accuracy rate of ERNIE, the first place in

the GLUE evaluation of 75.2%, an increase of 3.75%.

2. Related Work

2.1. Pretrained Models Review

In terms of generative models, Tsinghua trained a 2.6

billion parameter CPM[17] model; Eleuther trained a 2.7

billion parameter GPT-Neo and a 6 billion parameter GPT-

J[12] model; OpenAI trained a 175 billion parameter GPT-

3[1] model.

In terms of coding models, iFLYTEK has trained a 330

million parameter Roberta[2] model, Alibaba trained a 27

billion parameter PLUG[7] model, Huawei trained a 110

billion parameter Pangu[15] model, and Saleforce trained a

1.6 billion parameter CTRL[5] model.

In terms of coding and decoding models, Tsinghua has

trained a CPM2[16] model with 11 billion parameters.

3. GPT

In the experiment of this article, a multi-layer trans-

former decoder is used as the language model, which is a

variant of the transformer. The model applies a multi-head

self-attention operation to the input context label, and then

a position feedforward layer to generate the output distribu-

tion on the target label. The decoder also consists of a stack

of N=6 identical layers. In addition to the two sublayers in

each encoder layer, the decoder also inserts a third sublayer

that performs multi-head attention on the output of the en-

coder stack. Similar to the encoder, residual connections are

used around each sub-layer, and then layer normalization is

performed. The self-attention sublayer in the decoder stack

is also modified to prevent the position from paying atten-

tion to subsequent positions. This masking, combined with

the fact that the output embedding is offset by one position,

ensures that the prediction of the position only depends on

the known output at positions less than one.

3.1. Applications of Attention

Transformer uses multi-head attention in three different

ways:

1. In the ”encoder-decoder attention” layer, the query

comes from the previous decoder layer, and the mem-

ory keys and values come from the encoder’s output.

This allows every position in the decoder to partici-

pate in all positions in the input sequence. This mim-

ics the typical encoder-decoder attention mechanism in

the sequence-to-sequence model.

2. The encoder includes a self-attention layer. In the self-

attention layer, all keys, values, and queries come from

the same place, in this case, the output of the previous

layer in the encoder. Every position in the encoder can

focus on all positions in the previous layer of the en-

coder.

3. Similarly, the self-attention layer in the decoder allows

each position in the decoder to focus on all positions

in the decoder up to and including that position. It is

necessary to prevent leftward information flow in the

decoder to preserve the autoregressive characteristics.

This is achieved by masking all values corresponding

to illegal connections in the softmax input.

4. BERT

BERT is a pre-trained Transformer network that sets up

the latest results for various NLP tasks, including question

answering, sentence classification, and sentence pair regres-

sion. The BERT input used for sentence pair regression

consists of two sentences separated by a special [SEP] to-

ken. Apply more than 12 layers (base model) or 24 layers

(large model) of multi-head attention, and pass the output

to a simple regression function to derive the final label.

RoBERTa[8] shows that the performance of BERT can

be further improved through small adjustments to the pre-

training process. BERT and its detailed implementation will

be introduced in this section. The framework has two steps:

pre-training and fine-tuning. During pre-training, the model

is trained on unlabeled data on different pre-training tasks.

For fine-tuning, the BERT model is first initialized with pre-

trained parameters, and then all parameters are fine-tuned

using labeled data from downstream tasks. Each down-

stream task has a separate fine-tuning model, even if they

are initialized with the same pre-training parameters.

5. Transformer

CPM-2 is a standard Transformer-based model that com-

bines a two-way encoder and a one-way decoder. In order to

effectively store model parameters on the GPU, model par-

allelism is used, which separates the self-attention layer and

the feedforward layer along the width dimension, and fi-

nally distributes the partitions of a model on multiple GPUs.

In order to reduce memory requirements and accelerate pre-

training, mixed-precision training, gradient checkpointing,

and zero stage 1 optimization are used.

Most competitive neural sequence transduction models

have an encoder-decoder structure. Here, the encoder maps

the input sequence of symbolic representation (x1,. . . ,xn)

to the continuous representation sequence z=(z1,. . . ,zn).

Given z, the decoder then generates the symbols of an out-

put sequence (y1,. . . ,ym), one element at a time. At each

step, the model is automatically regressed, using previously
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generated symbols as additional input when generating the

next one. Transformer follows this overall architecture,

using stacked self-attention and point-by-point, fully con-

nected encoder and decoder layers, respectively.

Encoder: The encoder consists of a stack of N identi-

cal layers. Each layer has two sub-layers. The first is a

multi-head self-attention mechanism, and the second is a

simple, position-wise fully connected feedforward network.

A residual connection is used around each of the two sub-

layers, followed by layer normalization. That is, the output

of each sublayer is LayerNorm(x+Sublayer(x)), where Sub-

layer(x) is a function implemented by the sublayer itself. In

order to facilitate these residual connections, all sub-layers

and embedding layers in the model have produced an output

of dimensional model.

Decoder: The decoder also consists of a stack of N iden-

tical layers. In addition to the two sublayers in each en-

coder layer, the decoder also inserts a third sublayer that

performs multi-head attention on the output of the encoder

stack. Similar to the encoder, residual connections are used

around each sub-layer, and then layer normalization is per-

formed. The self-attention sublayer in the decoder stack has

also been modified to prevent locations from paying atten-

tion to subsequent locations. This masking, combined with

the fact that the output embedding is offset by one position,

ensures that the prediction of position only depends on the

known output at positions less than 1.

6. Setup

The pre-trained language understanding model is the

core task of natural language processing and language un-

derstanding. There are several forms of language model-

ing. In this work, we focus on GPT-2, a language model

based on a left-to-right generative transformer; BERT, a

bidirectional transformer model based on language model

shielding; and CPM-2, a fusion editor Decoded transformer

language model. The configuration of these models is ex-

plained in the next section, and refer to the original paper

for more details.

6.1. Training Dataset

This work only focuses on model training, and uses

the existing large-scale diversified dataset English dataset

Pile[4] and Chinese dataset Wudao[14] on the dataset.

The GPT-English word segmenter uses the GPT-2 En-

glish vocabulary, which contains 30,000 symbols. It is

trained by the OpenAI team using the 40GB text and 8 mil-

lion documents collected by the WebText corpus. WebText

is a web page curated and filtered by OpenAI humans. All

outbound links with a rating of at least 3karma are crawled

from Reddit. The generated dataset WebText contains a text

subset of 45 million links. In the cleanup phase, links cre-

ated after December 2017 were removed, and after dedupli-

cation and some heuristic-based cleanup, slightly more than

8 million documents were left, a total of 40GB of text, and

all Wikipedia documents were deleted.

The GPT-Chinese word segmenter uses CPM’s Chinese

vocabulary, which contains 30,000 symbols. It is trained by

the Tsinghua team using 100G multi-category texts, includ-

ing encyclopedias, news, novels and questions and answers.

The CPM Chinese vocabulary uses the unigram language

model to build a new sub-word vocabulary based on the

sub-word corpus, and since the length of the input sequence

is usually greater than the length of a single document,

different documents are connected by adding the ”end-of-

document” symbol after each document. Together to make

full use of the input length. In the vocabulary construc-

tion process, a new sub-word vocabulary is constructed, in-

cluding commonly used words and characters. Considering

that the original BERT word segmentation will introduce

an additional splitter between words, the CPM team set up

a special token as a splitter to make the sub-word process

reversible.

Transformer-Chinese word segmenter, using CPM-2 to

Chinese vocabulary, it contains 26240 symbols and is

trained by the Tsinghua team using 2.3TB of cleaned Chi-

nese data. The CPM-2 vocabulary is modified based on

the Chinese BPE. The original BPE inserts many redundant

space marks ” ” in the word segmentation sequence. The

Tsinghua team replaces the sentence segmentation device

with a combination of the word segmentation device and

the stammering word segmentation, and deletes it Inserted

spaces. Since it does not matter whether the symbols in the

vocabulary appear at the beginning of the word, tags like

”happy” (happy) and ” happy” ( happy) are merged into a

single tag ”happy” to simplify the vocabulary. Chinese data

comes from multiple fields, including encyclopedias, nov-

els, question and answer, scientific literature, e-books, news

and reviews.

Transformer-English word segmentation, using CPM-

2 to the English vocabulary, it contains 29,752 symbols,

which is trained by the Tsinghua team using 300GB cleaned

English data. The CPM-2 vocabulary is modified based on

the English BPE. The original BPE inserts many redun-

dant space marks ” ” in the word segmentation sequence.

The Tsinghua team replaced the sentence segmenter with

the word segmenter combined with nltk word segmentation,

and deleted Inserted spaces. English data comes from multi-

ple fields, including encyclopedias, novels, Q&A, scientific

literature, e-books, news, and reviews.

BERT-English word segmentation uses BERT’s En-

glish vocabulary, which contains 30,000 symbols. It was

trained by the Google team using WordPiece embedding

on BooksCorpus (800M words) and English Wikipedia

(2500M words).

The BERT-Chinese word segmentation period uses
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BERT’s Chinese vocabulary, which contains 21128 sym-

bols and was trained by the Harbin Institute of Technology

team using 13.6 million lines of Chinese Wikidata. In the

process of generating the BERT vocabulary, Harbin Insti-

tute of Technology downloaded the latest Wikipediadump

and used WikiExtractor.py to preprocess it according to the

recommendations of Devlin et al., resulting in 1,307 ex-

tracted files, and used LTP for Chinese word segmentation.

English corpus, using the 800GB corpus collected by

The Pile. In the process of using The Pile, due to the limi-

tation of computing resources, not all the data was selected.

Only the four blocks of 02, 03, 04, 17 about 213G data were

used and removed. Two types of corpus, StackExchange

and Github, which contain a lot of impurities, are included,

and the entire dataset is about 200G. The Pile dataset is

a new dataset collected by EleutherAI from PubMedCen-

tral, ArXiv, GitHub, FreeLaw Project, StackExchange, U.S.

Patent and Trademark Office, PubMed, UbuntuIRC, Hack-

erNews, YouTube, PhilPapers and NIHExPorter, and in-

troduces OpenWebText2 and BookCorpus2, they They are

extensions of the original OpenWebText and BookCorpus

datasets.

Chinese corpus, using 3TB Chinese corpus collected by

Wudao. In the process of using Wudao corpus, due to the

limitation of computing resources, 200G corpus was used.

The Wudao dataset uses 3 billion web pages as the origi-

nal data source to extract text content from web pages with

high text density. Evaluate the quality of each data source

before extracting the text, and ignore web pages with text

density below 70%. The author uses the simhash algorithm

to remove those repetitive content, and filters out those that

do not contain meaningful sentences, few words, sensitive

information, high-frequency garbled characters, fragments

containing more than ten consecutive non-Chinese charac-

ters, HTML, Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) and Javascript

Web page, remove private information, use punctuation

marks (ie period, exclamation mark, question mark, ellip-

sis) to split the extracted text and delete the last paragraph,

which may sometimes be incomplete. Convert traditional

characters to simplified characters, and remove abnormal

symbols (ie Emoticons, signs, etc.), delete all spaces in each

sentence.

Chinese dialogue data, from the STC[10]-680M cor-

pus dataset. A corpus of approximately 4.4 million con-

versations on Weibo. In order to build this million-scale

dataset, the STC dataset first grabs hundreds of millions of

response pairs, and then filters out potential responses by

deleting trivial responses such as ”wow”. Advertisements,

and delete the content after the first 30 responses to keep the

theme consistent to clean up the original data.

name corpus language

BERT-C 200G CN

BERT-E-S 200G EN

BERT-E-M 200G EN

BERT-E-L 200G EN

BERT-E-X 200G EN

BERT-E-E 200G EN

BERT-X-CN-S 200G CN

BERT-X-EN-S 200G EN

BERT-X-EN-M 200G EN

CPM-X-S 200G CN

CPM-X-M 200G CN

CPM-X-L 200G CN

EVA-X 684M CN

EPM-X-S 200G EN

EPM-X-M 200G EN

EPM-X-L 200G EN

EPM-X-X 200G EN

CPM-2-X-S 200G CN

CPM-2-X-M 200G CN

EPM-2-X-S 200G EN
Table 1. Corpus and language for the FPM models.

6.2. Training Optimization and Hyperparameters

In order to effectively train the model, in some experi-

ments, the mixed precision training and dynamic loss scal-

ing are removed to use the tensor core of A100, but in some

experiments, the training fails to converge due to accuracy

reasons, and the mixed precision training is removed. First

initialize the weights with a simple normal distribution,

and then scale the weights immediately before the residual

layer, where N is the number of transformer layers com-

posed of self-attention and MLP blocks. For the optimizer,

use Adam with a weight decay of 0.01. In addition, a 1.0

global gradient norm crop is used to improve the stability

of training large models. In all cases, use a dropout of 0.1.

Finally, in order to better manage the memory footprint, ac-

tivation checkpoints are used after each transformer layer.

For the GPT-2 model, all training is performed using

1024 symbol sequences, the batch size is 512, and 300k iter-

ations are performed. The 1.5e-4 learning rate is preheated

for 3k iterations, and then a single-loop cosine decay is per-

formed in the remaining iterations. Stop attenuation at the

minimum learning rate of 1e-5.

For the BERT model, the training process described in

the original text is mainly followed. Using the original

BERT dictionary, the vocabulary size is 30,522. In addition,

follow the suggested sentence order prediction to reposition

the next sentence prediction head, and use the whole word

n-gram mask. For all cases, set the batch size to 1024 and

use a learning rate of 1.0e-4, warm up in 10,000 iterations
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model-name param n-layer

BERT-C 330M 24

BERT-E-S 687.5M 50

BERT-E-M 825M 60

BERT-E-L 962.5M 70

BERT-E-X 1.1B 80

BERT-E-E 1.24B 90

BERT-X-CN-S 495M 36

BERT-X-EN-S 495M 36

BERT-X-EN-M 687.5M 48

CPM-X-S 2.9B 36

CPM-X-M 5.1B 64

CPM-X-L 10.3B 128

EVA-X 2.9B 36

EPM-X-S 2.9B 36

EPM-X-M 4B 50

EPM-X-L 5.1B 64

EPM-X-X 6.4B 80

CPM-2-X-S 2.9B 12

CPM-2-X-M 5.6B 24

EPM-2-X-S 2.9B 12
Table 2. The FPM models parameters and layers.

and decay linearly in the remaining iterations. Other train-

ing parameters remain unchanged.

7. Experiments

All experiments used up to 2 DGX servers (a total of

16 A100 SXM3 40GB GPUs). The infrastructure is opti-

mized for multi-node deep learning applications. Through

NVSwitch, a bandwidth of 300GB/sec is achieved be-

tween GPUs in the server, and a bandwidth of 10GB/sec

is achieved between servers that use 1 InfiniBand adapter

per server. . For Chinese, using the GPT-2 model, a 10.3

billion parameter language model was trained on the Chi-

nese dataset, and, in particular, a 2.9 billion parameter lan-

guage model based on dialogue data was trained; the BERT

model was trained on the Chinese dataset with 495 million

parameters; the Transformer model has trained a language

model with 5.6 billion parameters on the Chinese dataset.

In English, corresponding training work has also been done.

Using the GPT-2 model, a language model with 6.4 billion

parameters was trained on the English dataset; the BERT

model trained a language model with 1.24 billion parame-

ters on the English dataset, and in particular, it trained a 688

million parameter based on single card training technology

Language model; Transformer model trained a language

model with 2.9 billion parameters on the English dataset.

7.1. EPMX

Based on the Transformer model, we built the en-

coding and decoding language model EPM-2-X, using

the Transformer-English tokenizer, and trained a language

model with 2.9 billion parameters. It has a 12-layer network

structure, 6 encoding layers and 6 decoding layers.

7.2. EPM2X

Based on the Transformer model, we built the en-

coding and decoding language model EPM-2-X, using

the Transformer-English tokenizer, and trained a language

model with 2.9 billion parameters. It has a 12-layer network

structure, 6 encoding layers and 6 decoding layers.

7.3. BERTE

Based on the BERT model, we built the coded language

model BERT-E. Using the BERT-English word segmenter,

we trained 5 models with different layers. The largest model

is a language model with 1.24 billion parameters. It has 90

layers of Transformer coding layers. The network is cas-

caded, and we named it BERT-EE.

7.4. BERTXEN

Based on the BERT model, we built the coded language

model BERT-X-EN. Using the BERT-English word seg-

mentation, we trained 2 models with different layers. The

largest model is 690 million parameters, including 48 lay-

ers of Transformer coding layer network stack We named it

BERT-X-EN-M.

7.5. CPMX

Based on the GPT-2 model, we built a generative lan-

guage model CPM-X, using GPT-Chinese word segmen-

tation, trained 3 models with different levels, the largest

model is a 10.3 billion parameter language model, it has

128 layers Transformer decoding layer network is stacked,

we named it CPM-XL. Based on the GPT-2 model, we built

a generative language model EVA-X, using GPT-Chinese

word segmentation, using STC dialogue data, a language

model of 2.9 billion parameters, it has 36 layers of Trans-

former decoding layer network stacked, we will It was

named EVA-X.

7.6. CPM2X

Based on the Transformer model, we built the codec lan-

guage model CPM-2-X, we trained 2 models, the largest

of which uses Transformer-Chinese word segmentation,

trained a 5.6 billion parameter language model, it has a 24-

layer network structure , 12 encoding layers and 12 decod-

ing layers, we named it CPM-2-XM.
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model-name d-n-hidden n-heads d-h-hidden

BERT-C 1024 16 64

BERT-E-S 1024 16 64

BERT-E-M 1024 16 64

BERT-E-L 1024 16 64

BERT-E-X 1024 16 64

BERT-E-E 1024 16 64

BERT-X-CN-S 1024 16 64

BERT-X-EN-S 1024 16 64

BERT-X-EN-M 1024 16 64

CPM-X-S 2560 32 80

CPM-X-M 2560 32 80

CPM-X-L 2560 32 80

EVA-X 2560 32 80

EPM-X-S 2560 32 80

EPM-X-M 2560 32 80

EPM-X-L 2560 32 80

EPM-X-X 2560 32 80

CPM-2-X-S 4096 64 64

CPM-2-X-M 4096 64 64

EPM-2-X-S 4096 64 64
Table 3. The FPM models’ archetecture configurations.

7.7. BERTC

Based on the BERT model, we built the coded language

model BERT-C. Using the BERT-Chinese word segmenter,

we trained a language model with 330 million parameters.

It has a 24-layer Transformer coding layer network cas-

caded, and we named it BERT-C.

7.8. BERTXCN

Based on the BERT model, we built the coded language

model BERT-X-CN. Using the BERT-Chinese word seg-

menter, we trained a language model with 495 million pa-

rameters, including 36 layers of Transformer coding layers.

We named it BERT-X-CN-S.

8. Evaluation

In the evaluation stage, we evaluated the QQP classifica-

tion task evaluated by GLUE on the BERT-E-S model.

8.1. GLUEQQP

We use a Nvidia 3090 graphics card to fine-tune the QQP

dataset on the BERT-E-S model. The BERT-E-S model has

50 layers, 1024 hidden dimensions, 16 attention heads, each

head contains 64 hidden layers, and 687 million parameters.

In the QQP classification task evaluated by GLUE, after 18

hours of fine-tuning 270,000 steps on the 109M corpus, the

accuracy rate of 78.95% exceeded the accuracy of BERT-

Large of 72.1%, an increase of 6.85%. Compared with the

model-name time step gpu Flops

BERT-C 81h 750k 8 727EFlops

BERT-E-S 34h 500k 8 305EFlops

BERT-E-M 38h51m 500k 8 349EFlops

BERT-E-L 45h38m 500k 8 410EFlops

BERT-E-X 54h24m 500k 8 488EFlops

BERT-E-E 63h 500k 8 566EFlops

BERT-X-CN-S 96h 880k 1 107EFlops

BERT-X-EN-S 315h 2800k 1 353EFlops

BERT-X-EN-M 315h 2800k 1 353EFlops

CPM-X-S 3h 10k 8 26.9EFlops

CPM-X-M 12h 60k 8 108EFlops

CPM-X-L 24h 100k 8 216EFlops

EVA-X 25h 160k 2 54EFlops

EPM-X-S 20h 320k 4 92EFlops

EPM-X-M 24h 320k 4 110EFlops

EPM-X-L 27h 320k 4 121EFlops

EPM-X-X 30h 320k 4 135EFlops

CPM-2-X-S 60h 200k 2 135EFlops

CPM-2-X-M 138h 80k 8 1240EFlops

EPM-2-X-S 110h 200k 2 247EFlops
Table 4. The cost for the FPM models.

current 75.2% accuracy rate of ERNIE, the first place in the

GLUE evaluation, this is an increase of 3.75%.

8.2. CLUE1.0TNEWS

We use an Nvidia 3090 graphics card to fine-tune the

TNEWS dataset using the BERT-C model. The BERT-C

model has 24 layers, 1024 hidden dimensions, 16 attention

heads, each head contains 64 hidden layers, and 330 million

parameters. In the TNEWS classification task evaluated by

CLUE, after fine-tuning the 9.7M corpus for 8 hours and

70,000 steps, the accuracy rate of 59.99% surpassed the ac-

curacy rate of 59.46% of ALBERT-xxlarge, an increase of

0.53%.

9. Discussion

We will discuss from the perspective of the language,

scale, network configuration, and cost of the training mod-

els.

9.1. Language

From Table-6.1, Chinese is the single country with the

largest number of users, and English is the most widely used

language. This job has trained a large number of Chinese

and English corpora and conducted detailed training.

9.2. Scale

From Table-6.2, the models with the least number of lay-

ers are CPM-2-X and EPM-2-X, with only 12 layers. The
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model with the largest number of layers is CPM-X, with

128 layers trained. From the perspective of the difficulty of

training, the GPT structure is easier to cascade the number

of layers; while the Transformer codec structure is not easy

to increase the number of layers, and it is easier to touch the

memory limit of the hardware.

From the perspective of model parameters, the model

with the least amount of parameters is BERT-C, with only

330 million, and the largest parameter is CPM-X-L, with

parameters reaching 10.3 billion.

9.3. Architecture Configuration

From Table-7.8, for BERT, GPT, and Transformer, the

network structure parameters used in this work are fixed,

and the parameters in the original paper are used more with-

out major modifications.

9.4. Cost

It can be seen from Table-8.2 that in terms of time con-

sumption, the shortest training time is CPM-XS, and the

longest model is CPM-X-EN; from the training step num-

ber is CPM-XS, only 100,000 steps, the most training It is

BERT-X-EN with 2.8 million steps. From the perspective

of computing power, the least computing power is CPM-

XS, which uses 26.9EFlops, and the most computing power

is CPM-2-XM, which uses 1240EFlops.

10. Conclusion

In this work, the latest technology for training super-

large converter models is used, and a simple and efficient

intra-layer model parallel method is used to train dozens of

converter models with hundreds of millions or even tens of

billions of parameters.

For Chinese, using the GPT-2 model, a 10.3 billion pa-

rameter language model was trained on the Chinese dataset,

and, in particular, a 2.9 billion parameter language model

based on dialogue data was trained; the BERT model was

trained on the Chinese dataset with 495 million parameters;

the Transformer model has trained a language model with

5.6 billion parameters on the Chinese dataset.

In English, corresponding training work has also been

done. Using the GPT-2 model, a language model with 6.4

billion parameters was trained on the English dataset; the

BERT model trained a language model with 1.24 billion pa-

rameters on the English dataset, and in particular, it trained

a 688 million parameter based on single card training tech-

nology Language model; Transformer model trained a lan-

guage model with 2.9 billion parameters on the English

dataset.

In the TNEWS classification task evaluated by CLUE,

the BERT-C model exceeded the 59.46% accuracy of

ALBERT-xxlarge with an accuracy rate of 59.99%, an in-

crease of 0.53%.

In the QQP classification task evaluated by GLUE, the

accuracy rate of 78.95% surpassed the accuracy rate of

BERT-Large of 72.1%, an increase of 6.85%. Compared

with the current accuracy rate of ERNIE, the first place in

the GLUE evaluation of 75.2%, an increase of 3.75%.
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